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THE NEXT GENERATION 2014

The Poetry Book Society announced its new list of ‘Next Generation’
poets on 11 September. Twenty poets were chosen from those who

published a first collection between 1 May 2004 and 30 April 2014.
Books by 243 poets were submitted. It must have been a tall order for the
judges – Caroline Bird, Robert Crawford, Paul Farley, Clare Pollard, and
Ian McMillan (Chair) – to agree a list of the ‘best’ from such a number.   

The Poetry Review gives an introduction to each of the selected poets
here. It would be a shame, of course, for TPR readers not to explore far
beyond this group. Based on previous exercises of this kind, it’s unlikely
the judges got it altogether right. The original ‘New Gen’ promotion of
1994 was followed in 2004 by the ‘Next Gen’. It’s doubtful anyone could
reel off all the names now without recourse to Wikipedia. Several of those
chosen became better known as novelists; one is a distinguished
ambassador to China; a few have dropped from sight.  

Contemporary poetry in these islands is currently a thriving activity –
with vastly more poems seeking an audience in print or online than ever
before. These ‘Next Gen’ poets will remain in an arena of intense debate
about what’s ‘best’. Even so, the list is gratifyingly representative, including
poets from small presses, a couple of latecomers among the majority in
their 30s, and one ‘performance’ poet.  

One notable feature is that ten of the books chosen were published in
2012/13. This may reflect the proportion of nominations for those years.
But it indicates we are indeed at an interesting juncture for poetry in these
islands. Let’s hope for further exciting work from these poets, among
others, in the coming years.
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In anticipation of the list’s disclosure, we asked two poet-editors who they
expected, or would like, to see on it. Roddy Lumsden is Series Editor of
the Best of British Poetry anthology and was Editor of Salt’s poetry list: 

Of course, I hope that some of the collections I worked on while editor at Salt
will feature. But it would be uncomfortable for me to choose. As far as fellow
Scots go, I would hope to see Niall Campbell on the list, alongside adopted
Scot Jen Hadfield. I hope the list includes some older poets too – I’d be
disappointed if Annie Freud did not feature. Kate Kilalea is a poet whose
inventiveness and range ought to earn her an involvement. Lastly, it would be
good to see the inclusion of at least one of the younger, female poets who have
invigorated the more experimental side of poetry in recent years.  

Nathan Hamilton edited Dear World & Everyone In It, last year’s anthology
of more than sixty new poets. He brings some cold water with his response:

If I’m honest, I think the whole initiative is hackneyed, divisive and irrelevant.
The last two iterations of the Next Gen wheeze both reasserted a bland
conservatism as ‘characteristic’ of ‘what was going on’ in UKPo; both poorly
characterised a very diverse scene through a kowtowed application of the
trivialising requirements of ‘marketing think’ (accessibility/saleability). Any
list that doesn’t include Keston Sutherland, Emily Critchley, Marianne Morris,
Amy De’Ath, Patrick Coyle, and retrospective apologies to Tim Atkins, Matthew
Welton, Jeff Hilson, Andrea Brady, and others, alongside the Faber Inevitables,
Luke Kennard, Frances Leviston etc (and that’s not meant disrespectfully, they
are good) will not be representative. If it does include any of them, I’ll eat the
egg off my own face and douse myself in ice water – then nominate Matthew
Hollis, Robin Robertson, Don Paterson!

One poet mentioned by Hamilton, Frances Leviston, was selected, but
declined to participate. She explained her reasons to TPR:

Nobody should be obliged to accept an ‘opportunity’ that doesn’t suit them,
no matter how good that opportunity appears to other people. The Next Gen
promotion holds no value for me. I don’t recognise the authority of the judging
panel, and I don’t think that yet another packaging-up of newer poets is
warranted. I was also irritated by the PBS’s expectation of unquestioning
gratitude and compliance. For these reasons, and because to endorse something
you don’t agree with is to collaborate in your own exploitation, it was impossible
for me to be involved.
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TARA BERGIN
This is Yarrow, 2013

Sean O’Brien has noted “a left-handedness ” in Bergin’s poems. They
tend to veer sharply from the familiar, and favour the broken-off

narrative, the unplaceable voice. They spread a pervasive
unease: “I am unwell and far from home” (‘White Crow’).
Her poems often come, too, with some allusive
resonance, as in ‘Stag-Boy’, an observation of a stag party
that is deepened by its recollection of Ferenc Juhasz’s
great poem: “He’s banging his hooves in the industrial
air, / he’s galloping through the city squares [...] // And

still his mother walks through the house, / crying Stag-boy, oh stag-boy
come home.” The title poem of her collection recalls Paul Muldoon’s
sequence ‘Yarrow’. It is also an answer to Wordsworth’s “And is this –
Yarrow?”, in his poem about returning to his beloved river. But Bergin’s
poem concerns the yarrow plant, not the river:

In this country house I had a dream of the city
as if the thick yarrow heads had told me,
as if the chokered dove had told me, 
or the yellow elder seeds had made me ask – 
and in the dream I went up to the dirty bus station
and I saw the black side of the power station
and as if the brown moth’s tapping at the window
made me say it I said, do you still love me?
And when I woke and went to the window,
your tender voice told me: this is yarrow,
this is elder, this is the collared dove. 

Tara Bergin was born in Dublin. She moved to England in 2002 and
completed her PhD at Newcastle University in 2012. This is Yarrow
(Carcanet) is her first collection.
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EMILY BERRY
Dear Boy, 2012

Berry’s big subject is relationships, painful dysfunctional ones
predictably, but she brings startling inventiveness to the material.

The effect is typically sinister: a young woman has her
boyfriend squeeze her into ever tighter corsets, until
she realises how little air she needs to breathe; the
speaker in ‘Arlene and Esme’ is trapped  in a nightmare
between an abusive elder sibling and a cheery younger
one. She has trouble breathing, too. Reviewing Dear Boy,
Ben Wilkinson writes: “[d]ramatic, honest, unstable and

beautiful, what unites these poems is Berry’s understanding that absence
is to love as wind is to fire: it may extinguish the small, but it kindles the
great.” Berry describes her work as influenced by contemporary American
poetry. It blends something of the high anxieties of Plath with the deadpan
of New York-school ironies, as in the concluding lines of ‘I ♥ NY’:

That was the day after I walked past Barnes & Noble
and the Collected Poems of Dylan Thomas
fell from the sky. No, really! And they say a penny
dropped from the Empire State could kill a man,
so a book could really do some damage.
You can buy non-sequiturs in bundles now
from international supermarkets. And guilt,
where is that sold? How much for eating cupcakes
on my birthday from the famous bakery 
and admiring San Franciscan boys in aviators? Oh – 
and when we went for mani-pedis, we sat in a row
and Korean ladies kneeled at our feet. 

Emily Berry was born in 1981 in London. She co-edits the anthology series
Stop Sharpening Your Knives. Dear Boy (Faber) received the Forward Prize
for Best First Collection. 
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SEAN BORODALE
Bee Journal, 2012

Borodale’s Bee Journal does what it says on the tin: it is a diary of
two years keeping bees. The documentary approach has a lot in

common with ecological prose writers, such as Robert
Macfarlane. But, the current plight of the embattled
honeybee aside, it also hearkens back to Hesiod’s Work
and Days and Virgil’s Georgics, with poetry as an activity
connected with work and husbandry. In this he has
arrived at a contemporary pastoral that has an unusual
resonance in an urbanised society. His poems are

distinguished by an almost preternatural attentiveness, of feeling and
seeing, as in these lines from ‘10th February: Queen’:

I look at the slope of her head, the mouth’s proboscis;
her thin tongue piercing is pink as cut flesh, flash glass.
Some hairs feather and split below the head.
Those eyes are like castanets, cast nets;
woman all feral and ironwork, I slip
under the framework, into the subtle.
The wing is jointed at the black leather shoulder.
I wear it, I am soft to stroke, the lower blade fans.
Third generation queen of our stock,
you fall as I turn. I hold your hunchback;
a carcase of lightness, no grief, part animal, part flower. 

Sean Borodale was born in 1973 and lives in Somerset, where he also works
as an artist. Bee Journal (Cape) was shortlisted for the T.S. Eliot Prize. Poems
from his forthcoming collection, Human Work, appear in this issue.
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ADAM FOULDS
The Broken Word, 2008

The Broken Word is a rare, and unusually successful, attempt in
contemporary poetry to deal with atrocity. It is a narrative poem

recounting events during the Kenyan Mau Mau uprising
in 1963 as seen from the perspective of Tom, a young
English man between public school and university. His
point of view is crucial to the banal routine of violence
he witnesses and participates in. Brutalised, he returns
to Oxford where, it seems, he will resume the normality
of a privileged middle-class life. The writing has a

physical, visceral quality throughout, giving us, in David Wheatley’s words,
a “pitiless depiction of the world as it is rather than as we might like it to
be”. The men in this passage are returning after incarceration in the British
internment camp, which has its own torture facility:

Three weeks later two of the men came back,
wordless and unsteady, heavily edited. Between them:
nine fingers, two ears, three eyes, no testicles.
No good to anyone, they were left out to wander briefly as mayflies
and die as a warning.

Adam Foulds was born in 1974 in London. He studied English at Oxford and
Creative Writing at the University of East Anglia. The Broken Word (Cape)
won the Costa Poetry Prize and the Somerset Maugham Award. Also known
for his fiction, he was named last year as one of Granta’s ‘Best of Young British
Novelists’.
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ANNIE FREUD
The Mirabelles, 2010

Freud began writing poetry in her late 40s when she heard Anne
Carson read at Poetry International. She describes being “electrified

by [Carson’s] grief. Here was something grand,
disturbing, like a horse rearing up on its hind legs in
protest.” Until then she had worked as a tapestry artist
and embroiderer. Comparing her visual art to her
poems, she writes: “I think it is the process of dredging,
choosing, selecting and rejecting what material is there
that is so exciting. Even if I eventually chuck most of it

out as unnecessary soft furnishing, that’s how I often discover what my
subject matter might be.” The end results are often replete sensuous
poems, as in these lines from ‘Maidenhair’:

The skipper and his mate were scraping the scales
off the fish they’d caught, and began frying them 
over a fire of tangled roots and grass.
The shingle was splitting and singing in the embers
and a delicious smell rose from the pan.
Saliva filled his mouth in an unwonted gush.
They sat and ate the hot sticky flakes and crisped skin
and the beer bottle passed from hand to hand.

Annie Freud was born in 1948 into London’s bohemian aristocracy, the
daughter of Lucian Freud and the granddaughter of Jacob Epstein (her great-
grandfather is Sigmund Freud). Her first collection, The Best Man That Ever
Was, appeared in 2007. The Mirabelles (Picador) was shortlisted for the T.S.
Eliot Prize.
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ALAN GILLIS
Here Comes the Night, 2010

Gillis belongs to a younger generation of Northern Irish poets
that includes Leontia Flynn and Nick Laird. Although his work

is securely embedded in Northern Irish poetry – Carson
is a particular influence with a presiding debt to
MacNeice – Gillis’s own poems are notable for a wild
streak, for a degree of manic energy and noisy
performance, as they waver between melancholy and
contentment, typically when the poet loses himself
amid the bustle and blur of modern city life. “I’m drawn

specifically to where the urban and pastoral are in proximity,” he writes, “the
woods at the edge of town, the public park”. Whether in town or country,
he goes at speed – by motorbike rather than car – as in ‘The Gathering’:

Gone through the half-hearted window 
that gives like a watery eye 
onto the East, the blushlight of dawn 
on scuzzed rooftops, scrolled hills; 

gone over open-mouthed duck ponds, 
decked lawns, a populace dreaming 
of ordinary sex; gone with limitless texts 
through the gridded air’s dataflow […]

as I turn away, face the room I’m in, 
half of me is already out the window 
to chase and meet the scattering day 
heading West, as if to say, well, hello. 

Alan Gillis was born in 1973 in Belfast. He has published three collections
with Gallery, including Here Comes the Night. A fourth, Scapegoat, is due this
October. His poems appear in the Summer issue of TPR.
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REBECCA GOSS 
Her Birth, 2013

Her Birth is a book-length sequence of poems that focuses on the
loss of a baby daughter with an incurable heart condition. The

poems record her short life of sixteen months and her
death. The book ends with the vista of complicated
hope that opens up with the birth of another child. It
has, then, the cumulative effect of an intense personal
memoir. “Something close to a poetic journal,” in the
words of Jane Draycott, “the poems are by turns
meditative and bewildered, uttered in the quietest of

delicately weighted language”. ‘Helpline’ exemplifies their restrained and
well-crafted artistry:

I’ve been told of women in their eighties
who dial on birthdays, their story drawn

from the receiver in small damp breaths:
‘He would have been sixty’

and a voice wraps them in a blanket of vowels.
Somehow, a child has slipped from them. 

They were unable to stop it, like sand collapsing
back down the hole, dug on that dry part of beach. 

Rebecca Goss was born in 1974 in Suffolk, where she now lives. Her first book,
The Anatomy of Structures, was published by Flambard in 2010. Her Birth
(Carcanet) is her second and was shortlisted for the Forward Prize.  
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JEN HADFIELD 
Nigh-No-Place, 2008

Described by her mentor Tom Leonard as “A quick mind abroad
alone in the ever-changing natural landscape”, Hadfield writes

poems that are distinguished by their close feeling for
the natural world. She is not a nature poet in the
straightforward sense, but a poet whose exploration of
the otherness of animals and wild places gives rise to a
great deal of linguistic and formal restlessness.  Her
poems are inventive and, in a true sense, experimental.
A striking example is ‘Paternoster’, the Lord’s Prayer as

spoken by a draft horse:

It is on earth as it is in heaven.
Drought, wildfire,
Wild asparagus, yellow flowers
On the flowering cactus.
Give our daily wheat, wet
Whiskers in the sonorous bucket.
Knead my heart, hardened daily.
Heal the hoofprint in my heart.
Give us our oats at bedtime 
And in the night half-sleeping.
Paternoster. Paternoster.
Hallowed be dy hot mash. 

Jen Hadfield was born in 1978 in Cheshire. She has since settled in Shetland.
Nigh-No-Place (Bloodaxe) won the T.S. Eliot Prize. Her most recent collection,
Byssus (Picador), is reviewed in the Summer issue of TPR.
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EMMA JONES 
The Striped World, 2009

The centre-piece of Jones’s first collection is ‘Zoos for the Dead’, a
poem in which the narrator has inherited a parrot that belonged

to an Aboriginal brother and sister who had been
institutionalised as part of a government programme.
The parrot possesses all that remains of their stories and
language. The narrator’s interaction with the parrot
suggests the poet’s predicament in recovering a lost
reality. Though imbued with post-colonial unease,
Jones’s poems are less concerned with anthropology

and politics than with language and imagination as our best means of
pressing against what she terms “the limits of perception”. Her lyrical
writing has a cool, unemphatic precision, as in ‘Exhibit’:

On August 7, 1974,
Philippe Petit, high-wire artist,
who wishes to live very old,
took a bow and arrow and fishing line
and bridged the two towers
of the World Trade Center in New York.

He called it an artistic crime.
And onlookers said there was no wind
when he crossed the line, back and forth,
eight times or more. He just exhibited
the courage of those extraordinary steel workers,
who feel below them, swinging, vacant space.

Emma Jones was born in 1977 in Sydney, Australia. She studied at the
universities of Sydney and Cambridge. The Striped World (Faber) won the
Forward Prize for Best First Collection. 
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LUKE KENNARD 
The Harbour Beyond the Movie, 2007

Kennard has said that he is motivated to write by “Anger. And wanting
to make that anger into something funny.” It is the afterthought that

is most evident in his work – not so much outright
humour but a witty presence of mind. Max Liu observes
that “Kennard’s verse, like Ashbery’s, articulates the fluid
half-sense that is part of how we think.” He is a versatile
writer, who writes fiction and for the stage. He also
favours the prose poem. It is his remarkable skill with
verse, however, that is to the fore in this extract from ‘I

Am No Longer Your Pilot’, which has something of the unabashed quirkiness
of Leigh Hunt:

A pig fell out of the sky.
It landed poorly, but it was not wounded.
‘Tell me,’ said the pig, ‘of cruelty;
Tell me of the sweet, stale smoke on your fingertips; 

Tell me of your tinnitus and your unsightly body hairs.’

I heard a note that carried my will away
So instead I told the pig of obloquy and calumny,
And the pig was satisfied – which is no great stroke.
He slept a while, but presently awoke and squawked,

‘Teach me of satire and upper-body strength.’

I was born under the space between two stars,
So instead I beat a military tattoo with maracas
And sang about national identity and gender.
But this time the pig was not satisfied.

‘That is not what I asked for at all,’ he complained.

Luke Kennard was born in 1981 in Kingston. He teaches Creative Writing at
the University of Birmingham. The Harbour Beyond the Movie (Salt) was
shortlisted for the T.S. Eliot Prize.
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MELISSA LEE-HOUGHTON
Beautiful Girls, 2013

The subject of Lee-Houghton’s book is mental suffering, which, in
Chris McCabe’s words, is depicted “in all its nocturnal and diurnal

detail: the nurses, the drugs, the lack of sleep; the
disconnect from the yearned-for true self”. While
Beautiful Girls (Penned in the Margins) has a cumulative
novelistic impact, it is also distinguished by its
heightened language, which, as Pascale Petit writes, at
times “becomes rhapsodic, though there is always a
lyrical grace and adroitness, and an intense but careful

control”. The title poem exemplifies her melancholy lyrical gift:

In our graves we are all
beautiful girls. Our skin
is falling away like the tide.
Our bones are
long and slender,
all inhibitions gone. We’re
lovely in the mud
that fit boys have dug
for a council wage,
not knowing how beautiful
we lay there
like honeymoon brides
anticipating sex
not expecting death,
serene as pawns and queens
and home in ourselves
forever.

Melissa Lee-Houghton was born in 1982 in Manchester. Beautiful Girls is
her second collection. Her first, A Body Made of You, appeared in 2011. 
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HANNAH LOWE
Chick, 2013

The ‘Chick’ of Lowe’s book of poems is her father. It is the nickname
he has among his gambling associates. A Chinese-black Jamaican

migrant, he disappears at night to play cards or dice in
London’s old East End in order to support his family.
Lowe’s narrative poems depict scenes from her
childhood and teenage years, many of them charting her
relationship with him. In the process, we’re given a
portrayal of the city enlivened by musicians and revellers
– a varied cast of vivid ‘characters’. Lowe’s writing is

colloquial and has a filmic clarity. The nature of the author’s relationship to
her father in childhood is caught poignantly in ‘Dance Class’:

The best girls posed like poodles at a show
and Betty Finch, in lemon gauze and wrinkles,
swept her wooden cane along the rows
to lock our knees in place and turn our ankles.
I was a scandal in that class, big-footed
giant in lycra, joker in my tap shoes,
slapping on the off-beat while a hundred
tappers hit the wood. I missed the cues
each time. After, in the foyer, dad,
a black man, stood among the Essex mothers
clad in leopard skin. He’d shake his keys
and scan the bloom of dancers where I hid
and whispered to another ballerina
he’s the cab my mother sends for me.

Hannah Lowe was born in 1976 in Ilford, Essex, to an English mother and
Chinese-Jamaican father. Chick (Bloodaxe) is her debut collection and was
shortlisted for the Forward Prize for Best First Collection.
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KEI MILLER  
A Light Song of Light, 2010

“Raise high the roofbeams, here comes a strong new presence in
poetry,” was how Lorna Goodison greeted Miller’s debut,

Kingdom of Empty Bellies, in 2006.  Miller’s poems are
nourished by his Caribbean roots. He draws on the oral
energy of Jamaican English as well as aspects of the
folkloric and religious atmosphere of his background.
There is a strong biblical vein in the poems. A Light Song
of Light (Carcanet) contains praise songs in an Old
Testament landscape divided by darkness and light.

There is also a nuanced post-colonial dimension to his work, and his skill
at giving a political resonance to mythic material is illustrated in ‘The Law
Concerning Mermaids’:

There was once a law concerning mermaids. My friend thinks it a 
wondrous thing – that the British Empire was so thorough it had
invented a law for everything. And in this law it was decreed: were
any to be found in their usual spots, showing off like dolphins,
sunbathing on rocks – they would no longer belong to themselves.
And maybe this is the problem with empires: how they have forced
us to live in a world lacking in mermaids – mermaids who under-
stood that they simply were, and did not need permission to exist
or to be beautiful. The law concerning mermaids only caused 
mermaids to pass a law concerning man: that they would never 
again cross our boundaries of sand; never again lift their torsos up
from the surf; never again wave at sailors, salt dripping from their
curls; would never again enter our dry and stifling world. 

Kei Miller was born in 1978 in Jamaica. He has an MA in Creative Writing
from MMU and teaches at the University of Glasgow. The Cartographer Tries
to Map a Way to Zion (Carcanet), his recent collection, is reviewed in this issue
of TPR and is shortlisted for the Forward Prize.
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HELEN MORT
Division Street, 2013

Although the stamp of ‘Northern-ness’ is apparent in Mort’s first
collection – and no doubt partly accounts for its success – her work

is mainly distinguished by its grace and subtlety.
Division Street is also a remarkably mature book for a
debut. In poems such as ‘The Complete Works of
Anonymous’ and ‘The Girl Next Door’, we are in the
presence of an imagination that has a sure, unshowy
reach. Mort has spoken about the sense of “haunting”
in her poems, and she has a particular gift for capturing

the peripheral and half-glimpsed. Her lyrical melancholy is caught in this
excerpt from the title poem: 

At the clinic, they asked if I’d tattoos.
I thought about the parlour
with its jaundiced walls, the knit-knit whine
of needle dotting bone, and, for a moment,
almost wished you’d left your mark;
subtle as the star I cover with T-shirts,
the memory of rain, or your head-down walk
along Division Street, slower each week, pausing
by the pubs, their windows so dim you see
nothing but your own reflection.  

Helen Mort was born in 1985 in Sheffield. She published two pamphlets with
tall-lighthouse press, the shape of every box and a pint for the ghost, and
she was five-times winner of the Foyle Young Poets Award. Division Street
(Chatto) was shortlisted for the T.S. Eliot Prize.
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DALJIT NAGRA 
Look We Have Coming to Dover!, 2007

The title of Nagra’s first collection echoes Arnold’s ‘Dover Beach’ and
reverses its viewpoint. The immigrants approaching the white

cliffs have an un-Arnoldian, materialistic – but human
and valid – vision of England, “Blair’d in the cash / of
[their] beeswax’d cars”. This clash of traditions is typical
of Nagra’s poems. His mind is steeped in English poetry
but he brings new linguistic energy to his own writing.
His debut collection caused a media sensation. Partly
it was the novelty of a poet portraying the corner-shop

lives of British-born Indians (The Kumars in verse). But it was also the
sheer verve of the poetry, with its wildly exclamatory use of Punglish, as
in its opening poem ‘Darling & Me!’: 

Di barman’s bell done dinging
so I phone di dimply-mississ,
Putting some gas on cookah,
bonus pay I bringin!

Downing drink, I giddily
home for Pakeezah record
to which we go-go, tango,
for roti – to kitchen – she rumba!

Daljit Nagra was born in 1966 in West London. Look We Have Coming to
Dover! (Faber) won the Forward Prize for Best First Collection. He has
published two further collections, Tipoo Sultan's Incredible White-Man-
Eating-Tiger Toy-Machine!!! (2011) and Ramayana (2013).
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HEATHER PHILLIPSON
Instant-Flex 718, 2013

The title of Phillipson’s collection alludes to a glue used in
bookbinding. She is, in fact, a highly regarded visual artist as well

as a poet – and her visual postmodernist imagination
transfuses her poems. They can be allusive, speculative,
elliptical, but they are also typically playful and
nourished by a healthful diet of self-mockery.
Reviewing Instant-Flex 718 in the Autumn 2013 issue
of TPR, Carol Rumens commends her “ranging,
doubting, self-delighting word- and idea-packed

intelligence”, qualities that are evident in this extract from ‘Some Kind of
Memento Mori’:

Oh yes, the woolly mammoths are all gone.
For twenty three and a half hours a day I forget
and then a 40-watt bulb blows as I turn it on.
It’s something unspoken, the burnt-out bayonet –
its filament no longer incandescent,
the electric current without an outlet, and I see –
not much has changed since the Pleistocene.

Heather Phillipson was born in 1978 in London. Her work was published in
the Faber New Poets pamphlet series in 2009. Among her art exhibitions are
solo shows at the Serpentine Gallery, the ICA and the BALTIC in Newcastle.
Instant-Flex 718 (Bloodaxe) is her first collection.
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KATE TEMPEST 
Brand New Ancients, 2013

Tempest’s first collection is dedicated to areas around Peckham and
Brockley, where her roots are firmly fixed. She is known for her

electrifying live performances, which offer a theatrical
mix of music and word. The stories evoke characters
and places in South London, and re-cast them in a neo-
mythical light. Coming from the ‘rap’ end of the
spectrum, her work is free-flowing and vividly
accessible, but its aptitude for the page is clear in this
excerpt: 

the gods are not to blame –
they are working for the council
now they’re on the dole
now they’re getting drunk pissing their wages down a hole
the gods are in their gardens
with their decking and their plants
the gods are in the classrooms
the poor things don’t stand a chance
they are trying to tell the truth
but the truth is hard to say
the gods are born, they live a while
and then they pass away.

Kate Tempest was born in 1986 in South London. Her dramatic poem, Brand
New Ancients, won the Ted Hughes Award for New Work in Poetry, and was
subsequently published by Picador. Her next collection, Hold Your Own, is
published in October.
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MARK WALDRON 
The Brand New Dark, 2008

New York-born Waldron has earned a reputation for inventive
narratives that are often comic or surreal, or both, and hold a

distorting mirror up to contemporary life. Dai George
has written: “Waldron has been busy forging a new
language of deadpan, twenty-first century surreal, as
receptive to John Berryman’s influence as anything
written in the wake of The Dream Songs, as sceptical of
the lyric self as anything in John Ashbery, and usually a
lot funnier”.  While summoning such names may seem

hyperbolic, Waldron’s poems have a self-consciously twenty-first century
ambition. Their edge and distinctive inflection are shown in these lines
from ‘My Friend Marcie is on the Insensate Beach’

or by the dinking pool, or in the triumphant park.
She’s sliding over pages of a magazine,

her scent is the scent of the sun: that stark and naked mistress,
who in her blinding coruscation, burns off her very own bikini,

who’ll flash off underwear, a business suit and overcoat
quicker than she can summon them, already smouldering, to mind […]

whose salted tears cannot even jig as spit upon a frying pan. 
She’s squatting in her protest, her hollered rage at me,

her blasphemy, is in the shine on the magazine. 
Its gloss is bouncing up all over Marcie like a rash.

Mark Waldron lives in London and works in advertising. His first book, The
Brand New Dark (Salt), was published in 2008 and his second, The Itchy
Sea, appeared in 2011.
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SAM WILLETTS
New Light for the Old Dark, 2011

Willetts’s addiction to heroin serves up much of the material for
his belated debut collection. He also writes extensively about

his mother’s childhood escape from Nazi Germany. The
personal nature, and newsworthy appeal, of such
subjects inevitably attracts the label ‘confessional’ – one
which Willetts is comfortable with. Rightly so, since his
poems are scrupulously crafted and, in the process,
establish their own fictional space independent of the
events that prompted them. His disciplined approach to

line and form is evident in a poem which appeared in a recent issue of
TPR, ‘The Bemusement Arcade’:

A dream of the “Penny Falls”: a heap of days 
as pennies, life’s small change, and a mechanical 
shelf nudging them untiringly towards the drop –
but so slightly, you know they’ll hardly fall.

That’s how time was when I was young:
a negligible pressure. I’d wake each day
to find my heap of time as good as undiminished. 

So how did I miss the niagara-cascade? 
The thing’s rigged, or I’ve been dreaming –
the heap of little days much smaller now, 
but my pockets nearly empty, and no-one here, 
and the sea so high and dark outside.

Sam Willetts was born in 1962 in Oxford. He read English at Wadham
College, and worked as a teacher, journalist and travel writer before he became
a heroin addict at age 37. New Light for the Old Dark (Cape) was shortlisted
for the Forward Prize, the Costa Prize and the T.S. Eliot Prize.
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JANE YEH
The Ninjas, 2012

Reviewing The Ninjas, Aingeal Clare writes: “Poetry so unsettling,
describing worlds so troubling and lonely, is seldom as funny,

clever, and downright charming.” Yeh’s work is noted
for its witty observation of animals, somewhat in the
manner of Marianne Moore, but with more quirks –
who would have thought that possible! – as in her
description of the musk-ox as “Oversized / Powder puff
– ambulatory / Moustache”. Her menagerie, however,
extends to androids and ghosts. She also writes

distinctively ekphrastic poems about paintings. Elsewhere, she applies
her unnerving deadpan tone to material that is reminiscent of Plath’s, as
in this excerpt from ‘The Lilies’:

The lilies whisper but no one is listening.
Their heads are filled with pollen and boredom. 
In the gaps between them, something might happen
(But it doesn’t). Their mouths are filled with sugar and organs.

In the parlour they crowd out the normal flowers
With their fussy ways and pudeur. It’s a hollow victory.
They lean against the wall like spinsters on crutches.
They think about wishbones and what happened yesterday (nothing).

The lilies are throwing a party for themselves.
Their eyes light up at the thought of company.
There will be a finger buffet, with cocktail sticks for the squeamish.
Their stems will be filled with pity and vodka. 

Jane Yeh grew up in New Jersey. She studied at Harvard and at the Iowa
Writers’ Workshop before moving to the UK. The Ninjas (Carcanet) is her
second collection. Her first, Marabou , appeared in 2005. She lives in London
and teaches at Kingston University.


